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Abstract (English)

The result of an open call for submissions, a student publication marking the 100th anniversary of NSCAD includes artists' works, historical photographs and texts examining various facets of the school's history, from its founder Anna Leonowens to its present Continuing Education program. 8 bibl. ref.
The programs of the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design are intended to provide students with the best possible access to the visual arts community, and to prepare students to enter professional life as artists, communication designers, and art educators. More results at FactBites ». COMMENTARY. Post Reply. Share your thoughts, questions and commentary here. Your name. Your comments. Interested in applying to Nova Scotia College of Art and Design? Scores for either the ACT or SAT test are due N/A. For more information about the tests, essays, interviews and admissions process, visit the Applying to College knowledge center. Selectivity: N/A. Selectivity: N/A. Academic Life. The most popular majors at Nova Scotia College of Art and Design include: Information not available. Class sizes: Classes with fewer than 20 students. N/A. 20-49.